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Chair Biographies  
Hello, I’m Jannet Nuhanovic and I will be one of the co-chairs of the General Assembly. I attend Thomas 
R. Proctor High School where I am a senior. I’ve been involved in MUN for 3 years. Along with Model 
UN, I participate in the drama club and play on the girl’s varsity soccer team. My contact email is 
jannetnuhanovic@gmail.com. If you have any questions or concerns please feel free to email me. 
Remember to research well, I am eager to meet all of you in December!  
 
Hello, I’m Denim Miljkovic and I am one of the co-chairs of the General Assembly! I am a senior at 
Thomas R. Proctor High School. I also attend Mohawk Valley Community College part time. This is my 
4th year with MUN and my second time chairing. I like to be involved within my community. I am in our 
school’s drama club and the yearbook club. I was the junior class treasurer and I am currently senior class 
treasurer. My contact email is denimmiljkovic@gmail.com. I am looking forward to seeing you all in 
December. Don’t be afraid to contact me with any questions, comments, or concerns!  
 

Committee History 
The General Assembly is the principal deliberative, policymaking, and representative organ of the United 
Nations. It is composed of 193 members that all have one vote. The first United Nations General 
Assembly session was held on January 10th, 1946. The General Assembly has made resolutions that have 
had a great effect on future events. The United Nations General Assembly is one of the six principal 
organs of the United Nations and the only one in which all member nations have equal representation. 
The General Assembly reviews reports from ECOSOC and Security Council by checking and assuring 
international collaboration in economic, cultural, social, health, and educational fields. The General 
Assembly has six main inner committees, seven commissions, councils, and panels. Each committee 
covers a broad range of topics. It has one of the biggest roles in the United Nations, maintaining peace 
and security internationally. 
 

Special Committee Notes 
General Assembly will be run in resolution style. Pre-written resolutions for all three topics are required 
to be eligible for an award. Delegates are encouraged to bring at least thirty copies of each resolution. The 
characteristics for awards are ethos, logos, and pathos. Be familiar with the rhetorical triangle when 
writing resolution papers. They will be taken into consideration when doing awards since the awards are 
based on the triangle. Explanations of the awards system can be found on the UMVMUN website. The 
delegates who are the most well rounded  will receive an award of either ethos, logos, or pathos. Be open 
to emailing either chairs with any questions, comments, or concerns.  
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Israeli and Palestinian Conflict 
 

Introduction: 
The Israeli and Palestinian Conflict is an ongoing struggle between the Israelis and Palestinians that has 
been occurring since the mid-20th century. The conflict is wide-ranging, and the term is sometimes also 
used in reference to the earlier sectarian conflict in Mandatory Palestine, between the Jewish and the Arab 
population under British rule. It has been referred to as the world's "most intractable conflict,” with the 
ongoing occupation of Palestine reaching 49 years. It is fairly recent, being less than 100 years old. 
 
Definition of Key Terms:  
Zionism:  a movement for (originally) the re-establishment and (now) the development and protection of a 
Jewish nation in what is now Israel. 
 
Israeli/Palestinian Conflict:  is the ongoing dispute between the Jewish and Arab populations in the 
former Ottoman Empire region of Palestine, consisting of the state of Israel, the West Bank, and the Gaza 
Strip. 
 
UN Partition Plan:  for Palestine was a proposal by the United Nations, which recommended a partition of 
Mandatory Palestine at the end of the British Mandate. 
 
War of 1948:  The 1947–48 Civil War in Mandatory Palestine in which the Jewish and Arab communities 
of Palestine fought, while the region was still fully under British rule. 
 
General Overview:  
Israel is the world’s only Jewish nation and it lies situated in the Middle East, east of the Mediterranean 
Sea. The Israeli and Palestinian conflict concerns who gets which piece of land and how it will be 
controlled. Many believe that is due to stubbornness, religious ideologies, and endless cycles of violence. 
The reality remains that the situation in the Middle East is intense and with pressure from both sides 
means that the peace process requires help from international communities. Israelis and Palestinians have 
failed to reach a final peace agreement, despite a long-term peace process and the general reconciliation 
of Israel with Egypt and Jordan. The key issues are mutual recognition, an international agreement 
between two or more countries agree to recognize one another’s conformity assessments borders, security, 
water rights, control of Jerusalem, Israeli settlements, Palestinian freedom of movement, and Palestinian 
right of return. A principal that is drawn from the Universal Declaration of Human Rights intended for 
people to be able to return.  
 
There are two primary issues at the core of this continuing conflict. First, there is the inevitable 
destabilization effect of trying to maintain an ethnically preferential state, particularly when it is largely of 
foreign origin. The original population of what is now Israel was 96 percent Muslim and Christian, yet 
these refugees are prohibited from returning to their homes in the self-described Jewish state (and those 
within Israel are subjected to systematic discrimination). 
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Palestinian borders, even internal ones, are controlled by Israeli forces. Israel’s continued military 
occupation and confiscation of privately owned land in the West Bank, and control over Gaza, are 
extremely oppressive. Palestinians have minimal control over their lives. Thousands of Palestinian men, 
women, and children are held in Israeli prisons. Few of them have had a legitimate trial. Physical abuse 
and torture are frequent by Israeli forces.  
 
Major Parties Involved: 

● Israel:  Believe the land belongs to them due to historical attachment, the legitimacy granted by 
the UN partition plan, the hostility and constant threat of wars coming from their neighbors, and 
the rejection of their peace offers. 

● Palestine:  Their story focuses on victimhood, their suffering and dispossession and their deep 
sense of injustice at being punished because of Europe’s treatment of Jews. 

● The United Kingdom:  The government is clear that, ultimately, the way to resolve the 
Israeli-Palestinian conflict is through direct negotiations between the parties. 

● The United States:  Shown support through massive military and financial aid in Israel. 
Lebanon:  Has called on Arab countries to show support and open their borders for Palestinian 
refugees.  
Turkey:  Has called for immediate truce between Israel and Palestinians along with peace talks.  

 
Timeline of Key Events:  

● 1900-1917:  The start of Zionism and early Jewish immigration to Israel. 
● 1914-1918:  The collapse of the Ottoman Empire after World War I. 
● 1920-1922:  League of Nations divides former Ottoman Territories into Mandates.  
● 1933-1945:  Mass Jewish immigration into Palestine after Nazis gain power in Germany and 

Jewish persecution due to the Holocaust.  
● 1936-1939:  Arab revolt in Palestine against British Mandate. 
● November 29, 1947:  United Nations partitioned Palestine into separate Jewish and Palestinian 

states. 
● May 14-15, 1948:  Israel declares its independence and first Arab-Israeli War begins. 
● September-October 2015:  Escalating violence between Palestinians and Israelis. 

 
Previous Attempts to Resolve the Issue: 
Since its founding in 1948, the United Nations Security Council, as of January 2010, has adopted 79 
resolutions directly related to the Arab–Israeli conflict. The United Nations Partition Plan for Palestine 
was a proposal which recommended the creation of independent Arab and Jewish States and a Special 
International Regime for the city of Jerusalem. Most people in Palestine reacted with satisfaction, though 
many did not. Arabs argued that it violated the principles of national self-determination in the UN charter 
which granted people the right to decide their own destiny. 
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Possible Solutions: 
Many officials are saying to divide the two states evenly. Others are saying to leave it as is. All that is 
known is that there needs to be peace and stability in the Middle East. A goal at this juncture is to create 
temporary arrangements to set the ground for a final agreement. Should more be added to the partition 
plan for Palestine? Between the two countries, would the states be split evenly or will one state gain the 
rights to ownership of the land? 
 
Appendix:  

1. UN warning; conflict headed into uncharted territory 
2. “Only” Viable Way to Resolve 
3. Conflict in Israel and Palestine - Youtube Video 
4. Two viewpoints, one tragic outcome 

 
Bibliography: 
“A Synopsis of the Israel/Palestine Conflict.” If Americans Knew. 5 September 2016.  
http://www.ifamericansknew.org/history/  
 
“Historical Timeline: 1900-Present.” Pro Con. 22 July 2015. 5 September 2016.  
http://israelipalestinian.procon.org/view.timeline.php?timelineID=000031  
 
Machover, Moshé. “Israelis and Palestinians: Conflict & resolution.” International Socialist Review. 7  
September 2016. http://isreview.org/issue/65/israelis-and-palestinians-conflict-resolution  
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Geopolitics on Fossil Fuels 
 
Introduction: 
Fossil fuels are natural fuels such as coal or gas, formed in the geological past from the remains of living 
organisms. The use of fossils fuels dates back all the way to 2000 B.C. When fossil fuels are burned, they 
release nitrogen oxides into the atmosphere, which contribute to the formation of smog and acid rain. 
Major sources of nitrogen oxide emissions include cars and trucks, coal-fired power plants, large 
industrial operations, and ships and airplanes. This creates a problem for the environment and the 
creatures living around the area. 
 
Definition of Key Terms:  
Acid Rain:  Atmospheric pollution caused from industrial burning of coal and other fossil fuels by making 
rainfall sufficiently acidic, typically forests and lakes. 
 
Geopolitics:  Politics, especially international relations, as influenced by geographical factors. 
 
Fossil Fuel:  Any combustible organic material, as oil, coal, or natural gas, derived from the remains of 
former life. 
 
Nitrogen Oxide:  Burnt through fossils fuels causing air pollution. Nitrogen is also released from cars and 
trucks.  
 
Nonrenewable Energy:  Resource of economic value that cannot be readily replaced by natural means on a 
level equal to its consumption. (e.g. coal burning and other fossil fuels) 
 
Renewable Energy:  Energy from a source that is not depleted when used. (e.g. wind or solar power) 
 
General Overview:  
First developed into a major energy source during the Industrial Revolution, oil has turned into our 
primary source for fuel and has taken on an increasingly large role in the global economic sphere. Since 
it’s development into a major energy source, oil has become the main force in many countries’ economies 
including Saudi Arabia, Venezuela, Libya, Angola, and Kuwait. Recently the effects of the pollution 
created by the use of oil as our primary source of fuel has created intense discussions towards a transition 
to alternative, or cleaner energy sources.  
 
Airborne nitrogen pollution affects not only the quality of the air we breathe, but also the land and the 
water. Nitrogen is the most abundant element in the air and is essential to plant and animal life. Sources of 
nitrogen from human activities, such as electric power generation, industry, transportation and agriculture, 
can upset the natural balance of nitrogen in the environment. 
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The presence of excess nitrogen in the atmosphere in the form of nitrogen oxides or ammonia is deposited 
back onto land, where it washes into nearby water bodies. These excess nutrients contribute to the 
increase of harmful algal blooms and oxygen-deprived aquatic zones. The costs of coal, natural gas, and 
other fossil fuels are not always obvious, but their impacts can be disastrous. 
 
When coal, oil, or natural gas are burnt, there are serious and long-standing negative impacts on public 
health in local communities and ecosystem. Emissions to the ecosystem are dangerous and have been 
going on for years. Transporting fuels from the mine or well can cause air pollution and lead to serious 
accidents and spills. When the fuels are burned, they emit toxins and global warming emissions. Even the 
waste products are hazardous to public health and the environment. 

 
Major Parties Involved: 

● China:  The largest emitter in the world. Almost three-quarters of the growth in global emissions 
came from the burning of fossil fuels and cement production from China alone from 2010 to 
2012. 

● India:  As the population in India increases, the emissions of greenhouse gases will increase as 
well. The International Energy Agency’s World Economic Outlook 2015 projects that India will 
see the fastest growth in energy demand. 

● Russia:  Russia’s fossil fuel subsidies are concentrated around natural gas and electricity as 
consumer prices for oil products and coal have not been subsiding since the 1990s. 

● The United States:  Petroleum, natural gas, and coal are three fossil fuels that have made up at 
least 80% of total U.S. energy consumption for the past 100 years. 

 
Timeline of Key Events:  

● 2000 BC:  China uses coal as an energy source. 
● 1821:  First natural gas well in US is drilled. 
● 1800s-1900s:  Industrial Revolutions spark around the world and industrial use increases. 
● December 22, 2008:  Worst coal ash spill in US history.  
● June 2, 2014:  EPA proposes first ever rules to reduce carbon emissions from existing power 

plants. 
 
Previous Attempts to Resolve the Issue: 
Renewable energy sources have been made to help resolve the issue, although the issue can never be fully 
resolved because the fuels and gases have already damaged many parts of the Earth and its atmosphere. 
Climate change was a huge eye opener for the world that the nonrenewable resources aren’t a good idea. 
The UN addressed that it is important to use clean energy to help prevent the expansion of climate 
change. There have been ways to reduce emissions but were of help because there were millions of other 
people using fossil fuels. 
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Possible Solutions: 
History shows us how the geopolitics of energy have evolved as new discoveries were made and 
institutional, economic and technological changes occurred. There are other ways of using energy that do 
not harm the environment or the people around it. Although what has been done cannot be reversed, 
preventions of expanding the problem can be made. Managing and reducing emissions through annual 
inventories, increasing energy efficiency by developing and implementing energy programs, and using 
renewable energy are just some of the many possible solutions. How can the use of fossil fuels versus 
renewable energy sources be observed? Fossil fuels have already destroyed many habitats and humans 
have created things for energy that cannot be redone. Is there anyway to change what has already 
happened? 
 
Appendix: 

1. Fossil Fuels 101 
2. Geopolitics of Cheap Oil 
3. Energy Project 

 
Bibliography: 
“History of Alternative Energy and Fossil Fuels,” ProCon. 13 June, 2013. 5 September 2016.  
http://alternativeenergy.procon.org/view.timeline.php?timelineID=000015#2000-present  
 
Pascual, Carlos. “The Geopolitics of Energy: From Security to Survival.” Brookings. 8 January 2008. 5  
September 2016.  
https://www.brookings.edu/research/the-geopolitics-of-energy-from-security-to-survival/  
 
“The Hidden Costs of Fossil Fuels.” Union of Concerned Scientists. 7 September 2016.  
http://www.ucsusa.org/clean-energy/our-energy-choices/coal-and-other-fossil-fuels/hidden-cost-of-fossils
#.V9C65JgrLIU  
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The Use of Chemical and Biological Weapons 
 

Introduction: 
As technology grows, warfare and weapons have advanced. Many countries are able to receive these 
dangerous weapons and as a result want to cause harm and cause great danger to the world.  
Examples of these dangerous weapons, commonly known as weapons of mass destruction, are a nuclear 
bomb, a chemical or biological weapon. An effective attack using a biological or chemical agent can 
quickly kill hundreds of people.  
 
Definition of Key Terms:  
Biochemical Weapons:  The use of biological toxins or infectious agents such as bacteria, viruses, and 
fungi with the intent to kill or incapacitate humans, animals or plants as an act of war. 
 
Biological Warfare:  The use of toxins of biological origin or microorganisms as weapons of war. 
 
Chemical Warfare:  The use of chemical agents as a weapon of war or terror. 
 
1925 Geneva Protocol:  Outlawed the use of biological and chemical weapons. Does not have many 
restrictions as for countries producing the weapons or using weapons for retaliation.  
 
1993 Chemical Weapons Convention:  An arms control treaty which outlaws the production, stockpiling, 
and use of chemical weapons and their precursors. 
 
General Overview:  
A biological weapon is any infectious agent, such as bacteria, toxin, or virus, which is used to 
intentionally harm any beings, whether they are humans, animals, or nature. Chemical and biological 
weapons can cause massive damage to an area. They can cause huge casualties, economic losses, social 
disruption, and environmental problems through such means of warfare or terrorism. Biological weapons 
are considerably cheaper than nuclear and chemical weapons and just a small amount of it can cause a 
tremendous amount of damage to a large area.  
 
Biological weapons may be used in various ways to gain a strategic or tactical advantage over the enemy. 
It asserts power over another nation by threatening to destroy it. The weapons can cause massive damage 
to the environment and the health around it. In August 2012, US President Barack Obama made a 
statement that if Syria was to use any chemical weapons it would be crossing the line and would result in 
the United States intervening on the conflict. However, Syria had used chemical weapons, which have 
been outlawed since the 1993 Chemical Weapons Convention, Obama did not respond.  
 
A chemical weapon is any weapon that uses a manufactured chemical to kill people. Chlorine gas was a 
popular gas used to burn and destroy lung tissue during battle. Chlorine is used to kill bacteria in water 
systems. It is easy to access even from common table salt. Salt has traces of chlorine in it. It is as simple 
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as using a chlorine generator to remove the chlorine from the salt. During World War I, Germans used it 
in a cloud that the wind carried to the enemy. Chemical weapons are very common, so any country can 
develop or produce them. 

 
Major Parties Involved: 

● Russia:  Russia is known to have nuclear and chemical weapons. Started during World War II. It 
is unknown that Russia has biological weapons. One of the big components of the Cold War.  

● United States:  The United States have nuclear and chemical weapons. They are big parties 
involved on the scare of nuclear war. One of the big components of the Cold War.  

● United Kingdom:  The UK is known to have nuclear weapons. Biological weapons have been 
banned in 1974. 

● China:  China is known to have nuclear weapons. China also may have biological and chemical 
weapons. 

● Syria:  Syria may have biological weapons, but they’re known to have chemical weapons. 
● Iran:  Iran may have nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons but it is unknown.  

 
Timeline of Key Events:  

● Pre-World War I:   Clothes were sold contaminated with smallpox and yellow fever. Poisons and 
gases were sold to fight enemies. Chemical and biological weapons made to create panic and fear. 

● World War I:   Started with the use of tear gas. Chlorine gas attacks along with mustard gas burned 
skin as well as lungs. New weapons were created to assert power. Biological warfare focused on 
infecting enemy livestock with anthrax and glanders.  

● World War II:   Knowing the other side could retaliate in kind, chemical and biological weapons 
were made to be even more deadly. Italy had mustard gas dropped in bombs, Japan spread 
cholera, dysentery, typhoid, plague, and anthrax, and Germany used a cyanide-based gas to 
massacre Jewish civilians. We also saw the devastation of the first atomic bombing. 

● The Cold War:   Soviet and Western governments put enormous resources into developing 
chemical and biological weapons. Both were making weapons that could wipe out entire nations. 
Realized that they’re a danger to health and environment of nations that possess these weapons. 

● The Iran-Iraq War:   Used chemical weapons for attacks on enemies. Lesson learned that nations 
that have developed chemical weapons tend to use them during armed conflicts. 

● Syrian Civil War:  The use of chlorine gas on the Syrian civilians. 
 
Previous Attempts to Resolve the Issue: 
The 1925 Geneva Protocol was the first major attempt of resolving this issue after World War I. Although 
it outlaws the use of the weapons, it does not prohibit the development, production, and stockpiling of 
weapons.  
 
The Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention (BTWC) of 1975 is an addition to the Geneva Protocol of 
1925. It was the first multilateral disarmament treaty to aim at banning development, production, 
stockpiling, acquisition, retention, transfer, and use of biological weapons by any person. It currently has 
165 States Parties and 12 signatories.  
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Although these are some of the many attempts at resolving the problem, there is no true way to monitor 
what countries are still producing, developing, stockpiling, and transferring biological weapons. In 1991, 
an attempt was made, but the idea collapsed due to the withdrawal of cooperation of the USA.  
 
Possible Solutions: 
Effectively countering the threat from biological weapons requires a number of mutually-reinforcing 
actions, including a strengthened prohibition regime and enhanced political will. It will, over time, 
increase transparency and build confidence that all States Parties are in compliance with the Convention, 
as well as deterring would-be violators. But to achieve this, there needs to be a greater awareness among 
the public and pressure on governments to toughen the UN’s position on the issue. How can the issue of 
chemical and biological be solved?  
 
Appendix: 

1. Timeline of Biological and Chemical Terror 
2. Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical weapons 
3. Problems: Biological Warfare 
4. Broad Introduction to Chemical and Biological Warfare 
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